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Riverside walkway
- Establish a continuous and consistent pedestrian/cycling path along the riverside.
- For private residential properties currently located along the riverside, either reclaim a portion of the 
land for the riverside walkway, or build an extended platform over the river to incorporate the walkway.

New Educational & Cultural hub
-  To define a new district where the Riverside Museum, SECC, Hydro and Science Center sits.
-  Potential for the vast vacant land in between the Riverside Museum and SECC to be developed into 
a central hub that ties these landmark buildings together.
-  To create a new bridge to better link the north and south banks.
-  Establish a new train stop to create better connectivity between this new district and the city center.
-  To propose more museums to further boost the cultural value of the area.

New Entertainment hub
-  To  define a new district from Argyle Street to Springfield Quay.
-  Introduce more retail and activities along riverside from Broomielaw to Springfield Quay 
to improve connectivity.
-  At the same time, this improves Grosvenor Casino’s value in its current location along
 the riverside.
-  To build a new bridge to connect Springfield Quay to the north bank, improving connectivity.

73 Lancefield Quay
-  Currently private residential property, con  verted from previous use as warehouse.
-  Residents feel a lack of privacy due to constant flow of pedestrian along the riverside walkway.
-  Acts as a barrier to the river, thus either demolish the building or repurpose into a more public/tourist 
oriented programme.
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IFSDG
-  Currently classed as the financial district of Glasgow, offering quality office spaces for rent to busi-
nesses.
-  Design of buildings offer negative impact on ground level, due to overspecialized nature of area (offic-
es).
-  Proposal to reduce specialization of area, towards a more mix-use development.
-  Open up ground level for commercial purposes (restaurants, cafés and shops), while retaining office 
nature of higher levels. 
-  Thus, improving permeability of the area for the general population.

Tradeston
-  Proposal to masterplan the area for residential and mix-use developments.

Arches south of Central Station
-  Proposal to adapt existing arches for commercial/retail usage.

Central Station
-  Current layout of Central Station encourages traffic flow northwards, making its users oblivious to the 
presence of the River Clyde.
-  Proposal to renovate station, with emphasis on re-layout of entry/exit points.
-  To redirect traffic flow southwards, towards the River Clyde.

Central Station + Queen Street Station + Buchanan Bus Station
-  To create a better linkage between the 3 stations by defining a clearer pedestrian path 
(car-free area?).

Building blocks south of Argyle Street
-  Redevelop building blocks to improve visual links and permeability towards the River Clyde.
-  In particular, potential of extending the visual linkage of Buchanan Street towards St. Enoch 
square to the River Clyde.

Learning quarters North + South, linked by High Street
-  Repurpose High Street to cater as a link between University of Strathclyde on the north bank, 
and City of Glasgow College on the south bank.
-  Potential for new restaurants, retail shops, pubs, clubs and recreational facilities to attract the 
student demographic.

New green spaces
-  Repurpose existing vacant lands/car parks into green spaces/public squares.
-  Introduce more green spaces along the Clyde at consistent intervals.

Barras Market + Glasgow Green
-  Create a clear pedestrian link between Barras Market and Glasgow Green.  

Strathclyde Distillery
-  To relocate existing distillery, and redevelop land into green space/public square for the 
community of New Gorbals to enjoy.
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Gross Development Density

100 people/ hectare
5000 people/node area

A density of 100 people per hectare is the density necessary to 
support a good bus service, given a socially mixed population.
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To develop a sequence of hubs with the qualities of a safe environment, to be engaging, and well-connected (publicly accessible, high permeability) 
with a rich and diverse experience throughout the river with varied identities, which depends on the hub strategies, thus resulting in high legibility 
and distinct perceived space for all. Through the strategy of hub creation, the river edge and River Clyde itself will become the binding element to 
bring both locals and tourists to come and enjoy the waterscape in Glasgow, reclaiming the image of a “river city”.
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(1) Schematic Cross Section at Govan and SECC area:

-  Showing a proposed new bridge that would improve the pedestrian and cyclist 
movement across North and South Bank

-  Degrade a reasonable e length of high speed motorway A814 to urban main street 
in order to promote the crossing of pedestrian and cyclist from Kelvingrove to Pacif-
ic Quay area.

(2) Schematic Cross Section at Broomielaw and Tradeston area:

-  Extension of river edge, which may involve addition of cantilevered river deck, or 
close-to-water-level river front with jetty
-  Recent waterfront project at Broomielaw bay allowed more clearance from the 
main road, thus giving space for human activity and cycling lanes.

(3) Schematic Cross Section at Sheriff Court and Clyde Street

-  Addition of outdoor cafes will greatly boost the livelihood of the area
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Rail & Subway Route

1)  Riverside museum, SECC, Hydro and Science Center provides educational and cultural value 
to Glasgow. Attracts tourists as well, which in turns boosts economic growth.
2)  New housing development near the Science Center will bring in around 10,000 families
 into Glasgow west end.
4)  Subway stops on the South side offers good connectivity, within 10 minutes walking ratio.
5)  Well maintained and continuous bicycle pathway along North Bank from city centre to SECC.
6)  Springfield Quay offers entertainment options for the population.
7)  The M8 serves as the main gateway into Glasgow for road vehicles.
9)  IFSDG (International Financial Services District Glasgow) offers high quality offices spaces for 
rent to corporations.
11)  Central Station, Queen Street and Buchanan bus stations serves as the main gateway for trains and 
coaches into Glasgow.
12)  Major shopping opportunities along Sauchiehall, Buchanan and Argyle Street. Buchanan Galleries 
and St. Enoch Centre located at where these streets intersect.
14)  Abundance of squares (George Square, St. Enoch Square) and some green spaces (Blythswood 
Square) in the city centre, on the North Bank.
15)  Laurieston regenerative masterplan under construction, offering new housing spaces with supporting 
amenities for 1,500 families.
16)  Broomielaw riverside walkway offers cycling paths and quality jogging paths for the population 
to enjoy. Sufficient bridges along riverbank to connect North and South banks of the Clyde at 
the Central area.
20)  The Gorbals area has been re-developed into a mix-use community for young families. 
It is now a well established local community in the area.
21)  Glasgow Green serves as a place of leisure for the local community and is used as a public space 
for people to gather during festivals. People’s Palace and Winter Gardens are well-known 
attractions in Glasgow.
22)  Barras Market is rich in culture value; the population gathers there every weekend for the flea market.

2)  Lack of bridges towards Govan/Riverside museum area causes poor connectivity 
between north and south banks.
3)  Landmark buildings feel isolated, with poor linkages between them. In particular, the linkage between 
the SECC and Riverside Museum is hindered by the huge vacant land.
4)  A814 highway creates a barrier between the North bank and West end Glasgow.
5)  Private residential properties along the riverside create a barrier for the public walkway.
6)  Light industrial area creates a barrier to the River Clyde. The area feels run down and 
poorly maintained as well.
7)  Springfield Quay isolates itself from the city due to over reliance of personal vehicles to get there, i.e. 
poor provision of public transportation.
8)  The M8 highway creates a barrier that divides the city into 2.
10)  Riverview Drive housing estate creates a barrier for the riverside walkway due to it 
being privately owned.
11)  Tradeston area contains abandoned buildings and undefined neighbourhoods.
12)  Grosvenor Casino on the riverside is designed poorly, it does not relate to the riverside.
14)  Poor link between Central, Queen Street and Buchanan bus station, especially since all 3 
serves different routes.
15)  Existing buildings along the North and South banks are underutilized, left vacant.
16)  Numerous undeveloped lands (some serving as car parks) create an eyesore on the urban landscape.
17)  The unused railway track leading to High Street has been left abandoned for years, 
with visible vegetation growth due to years of negligence.
18)  High Street is an unsuccessful redevelopment, with numerous unoccupied shoplots 
on the ground floor.
19)  Barras Market is poorly maintained and feels run-down. Can put tourists off from visiting.

1)  Potential to redefine the area around the Riverside Museum, SECC, Hydro and Science Center into a 
learning/cultural district, using the vacant land as a central hub to connect the landmarks together.
3)  The River Clyde has potential for re-development to exploit riverside scenery. Integrate more activities 
along the edg e of River Clyde to improve the user’s experience.
4)  Opportunity to improve connectivity from existing subway stations towards the River Clyde.
7)  Opportunity to break down barrier of M8 between city centre and west end.
8)  Opportunity to improve and enhance the riverside pathway to better appeal to the population.
10)  Tradeston contains multiple abandoned buildings, with potential to redevelop into a mix-use area.
11)  Opportunity to better link Central, Queen Street and Buchanan bus stations, as each serves
 different routes.
13)  Visual link from Buchanan Street to River Clyde ends at St. Enoch Square, potential to redevelop 
blocks between St. Enoch Square and River Clyde to extend this visual link.
16)   Build new bridges to better link North and South banks, particularly in the vicinity of the Riverside 
Museum and Govan and New Gorbals to Glasgow Green.
17)  The south bank of the River Clyde needs to integrate a cyclist user friendly path to serve the local 
community in Gorbals, and create better connectivity between the two banks.
18)  Vacant parking lot beside St. Enoch presents an opportunity to be developed.
19)  Opportunity to recommission the unused railway track into service, maybe High Street to 
Glasgow airport.
23)  Multiple vacant lands (some currently used as parking lots) have the opportunity to be
 re-developed.

1)  The River Clyde has threat of flooding risk.

3)  The vacant land between the Riverside Museum and SECC creates a threat of further isolating the 

Riverside Museum.

9)  The IFSDG poses the threat of becoming a barrier to the River Clyde due to overspecialized nature of 

development (no pull factor for tourists).

13)  Central and Queen Street station serves as the main gateway into Glasgow by train. 

Threat of reaching maximum capacity in 30 years time.

19)   Unmaintained condition of Barras Market can influence its surroundings to be neglected as well.

20)  Strathclyde Distillery on the south bank in the east end is seen as a barrier to the riverside 

for New Gorbals.
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